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Abstract 
Augmented Reality works for learning (growing tendency) in aeronautical sector demand an evaluation that requires 
experimental sampling, and this is often an expensive process. Usually, sample size is determined by resources availability 
constraint, which does not guarantee the level of significance (α) and the margin of error (E) required.  This paper introduces a 
congruent sequence of statistical procedures to determine the estimated work sample size for traineeship in assembly operations.  
Sample size estimations for an aeronautical case are presented considering various scenarios. A minimum necessary sample size 
is calculated with statistical rigor via formulation and Operating Characteristic Curves. 
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1. Introduction 
Augmented Reality (AR) in the training scenario comprises the overlay of virtual objects onto a real environment 
to illustrate the execution of a task.  This is particularly interesting in the aeronautical industry, where 
experimentation and mistakes can often be very costly.  Moreover, aeronautical maintenance training is a strategic 
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activity. Researchers in this field must take advantage of evolving technologies, since the complexity of the task 
involves multiple tools and accurate sequences. Disassembly and assembly operations, for example, require 
evaluation not only of time requirements, but also of the precision of the procedures followed. 
 
Emergent technologies like AR promise mayor benefits over traditional training techniques when intricate 
assembly is the matter. Major advances have been made with AR in the field; however, no contributions to estimate 
the small sample size for training times aided by AR have been developed.  And further experimentation is still 
required to prove its economic viability.  It is under this condition that the estimation of a minimum acceptable 
sample size becomes imperative in order to avoid explorations based on intuition and limited available data. Efforts 
have been geared towards developing a consistent framework to design and apply AR, and assess its technical and 
economic potential as compared to traditional maintenance training techniques (TT). See Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1.  AR research activities using a RV-10 kit at the lab 
Source: archive photo. 
The research herein presented involves the determination of minimum sample sizes in order to have reliable 
statistical assessments of the experimentation performed on mockups and real aeronautical maintenance activities. 
 
Nomenclature 
AR Augmented Reality: technology which delivers virtual images superimposed on the real environment  
TT traditional training technique 
RV-10  a four-seater, single-engine, low wing airplane (Fig. 1) 
OCC  Operating Characteristic Curves 
 average time 
 ν degrees of freedom of certain statistical curve  
1.1. Related work: Augmented Reality 
Significant advances in Augmented Reality (AR) can be seen in the works of Molineros and Sharma [1,2], 
Raghavan et al. [3], Reinhart and Patron [4] and others. Molineros and Sharma [2] proved the utility of a marker-
based tracking technique in an AR request which involves superimposing graphics over real parts.  Each element 
was tracked using fiducials and manipulated to complete an assembly. This tracking system has been robust to 
changes in pattern scale, orientation and partial obstructions.  It also aids in evaluation of diverse assembly sequence 
possibilities. Molineros and Sharma [1] also proposed an AR interface for guiding manual assembly establishing a 
framework for assembly scene augmentation based on robotic planning of assembly states. 
 
x
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Raghavan et al. [3] proposed a novel interactive technique for improving robotic assembly sequence planning 
through the use of advanced visualization aids, and in particular, an AR tool for assembly sequence planning and 
evaluation.  Their augmented reality-based assembly evaluation tool allows a manufacturing engineer to interact 
with the assembly planner while manipulating the real and virtual (mixed) prototype components.  Their sensing 
technique used computer vision along with a system of markers for automatically monitoring the assembly state as 
the user manipulates the assembly components.  This AR interface permits mixing of real and virtual prototype 
components to improve the quality of assembly sequence assessment where the human intuition/experience is 
brought about by interactive manipulation of both types of components.  Furthermore, the technique allows on-site 
evaluation of the assembly sequences.  Reinhart and Patron [13] described a modular AR system for use in assembly 
planning and created a method for integrating AR into the planning process for manual assemblage stations.  Other 
authors have discussed AR related issues; though they do not deepen into an evaluation of AR effectiveness.  
 
Cardillo et al. [5], based on work originally proposed by Altshuller [6] and later extended by León-Rovira et al. 
[7], worked on the development of an approach to assist the identification of the optimal topology of a technical 
system, capable of overcoming geometrical contradictions that arise from conflicting design requirements based on 
hybridized partial solutions.  The comparison among the hybridized solutions and those obtained through genetic 
algorithms and gradient-based optimization methods showed that the proposed procedures often leads to very 
different topologies having better performances.  Di Gironimo et al. [8] defined a synthetic usability index for a 
virtual reality robotic case on the basis of 2 currently used methods: multi criteria decision analysis and Saaty’s 
analytic hierarchy process (AHP).  Albeit all the advances, researchers still argue about directional interfaces for 
target searching in AR, topological optimization in technical design, and usability evaluation. Interesting to note is 
that little, if any, attention has been given to the statistical validity of the results, and less even in the case of 
required sample size appraisal for AR as a useful technic for training.  It is necessary to stress the need for a 
consistent and robust framework to assess the effectiveness of AR aided training tasks in aeronautical cases where 
experimental work is frequently very expensive, but a mandatory requirement. 
1.2. Related work: Sample Size Determination 
Whitley and Ball [9] discussed the problem of how to determine an ideal sample size within the context of factors 
that affect power and specific methods for the calculation.  Ravichandran [10] explored the use of preliminary tests 
in solving the uncertainty over the model parameters.  His approach has probably gained momentum as it has proven 
to be more effective and powerful than the classical methods.  Other studies on preliminary test-based methods have 
been done in various statistical areas such as estimation theory, hypothesis testing and regression analysis.  In his 
section on mean point estimation he establishes, according to Han and Bancroft [11], that the sample standard 
deviation sp (point estimator) can be obtained by a single expression, in this case equation (1), which is analogous to 
the calculation of the weighed combined standard deviation, as it can be seen in equation (8) of this paper. Shieh 
[12] considered the analysis of correlation coefficients where the inversion principle and monotonicity property of 
the proposed formulations were used to describe alternative approaches to the exact interval estimation, power 
calculation and sample size appraisal. The cited investigators calculated an ideal sample size via the use of 
preliminary tests, discovered new algorithms for exact inferences, and discuss the planning of sample sizes with 
estimation approaches.  However, their efforts were focused on factors that affect power, model parameters and 
correlation coefficients, and not directed to the experimental work sample size itself. 
 
Motivated by previous work by Suárez-Warden et al. [13], this investigation has focused on the small sample size 
determination for an experimental aeronautical case study involving complex assembly aided by AR. 
2. Theoretical and Methodological Issues. Statistical Process for Determination of Sample Size via Formula 
This research proposes a consistent sequence of statistical steps to estimate the size of the sample  for the level 
of significance A,B used by the aeronautical sector (or a justified similar value), and an estimated value of the 
expected margin of error AB and a “power of the test” related number A-B. The procedure, useful for small sample 
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size cases, starts by verifying that a normal distribution fits the problem at hand by applying the nonparametric 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Normality Test (free-distribution).  The execution of this first test is critical because it is only 
possible to utilize a known distribution for testing under normal behavior.  Also, if the population studied shows a 
normal behavior, confidence interval (CI) for any variable can be found using a Student t distribution with A'1B 
degrees of freedom. It is provided  to conclude the estimated value  as usually occurs by using statistical formula. 
  
Sample sizes for initialization are used to assess the combined standard deviation  required by the Student t 
distribution to obtain estimated values of . The next step is to generate alternative scenarios with the same level of 
significance and different confidence values of , for the previous  calculations, to get the outcome. 
2.1. Statistical Formulation and Operating Characteristic Curves 
The methodology, supported on statistical theory, can be used in two different ways: 
• A formula derived from the CI assuming the same normal population distribution for the obtained samples. 
• The use of Operating Characteristic Curves (OCC). 
According to Kazmier [14], when assuming a normal population, one could utilize classical equations to 
determine sample size () only based on the population variance and the expected margin of error.  However, an 
adaptation to the case for the size estimation () and the estimated value of sampling standard deviation ( sˆ ) must be 
done at first. In other words, if it has been proved that the population is normal and therefore it can be functional 
with all forcefulness, Kazmier [14] provided that the corresponding theoretic formulation: 

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can be adapted to deal with an estimated value of the standard deviation: 
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where  is the estimator for /,  is the estimator for , and  is the margin of error. 
 
Conversely, when requirements be reached using a “significance level ,” (or the probability of accepting a false 
hypothesis) and a “power of the test” related  - (or probability of rejecting a true hypothesis), the 
determination of the required minimum sample size can then be obtained by means of OCC graphs. Of course 
selected α & β values should be suitable for the case on hand. 
2.2. Kolmogorov - Smirnov Normality Test 
The K-S statistical test calculates the distance between a theoretical normal distribution and the distribution 
estimated from the residuals, adjusted for suspensions; and reports a p-value (specific probability value). When the 
p-value results smaller than α then null hypothesis is rejected, and accepted otherwise. K-S test can be used for 
selected models to distinguish if i.e. an acceptable fit goodness for a Normal and a Gamma distribution can be 
reached. These two models are contrasted by comparative analysis to decide which one to use.  The goal is to 
explore whether the simplest model (normal distribution) can replace more complex models. 
  
Moreover, it is possible to use the chi-square test for a variance (based on deviance change). According to 
Campbell and Jardine [15] the deviance is a value for every submodel during an estimation procedure; the difference 
between the basic submodel deviance and that of another submodel is called deviance change, and is used to test the 
null hypothesis that two submodels are statistically equivalent. For every deviance change, a p-value is calculated. 
For the basic parent model the deviance change is set equal to 0 and the p-value equal to 1 (by definition), because 
the basic model is always compared to itself. Campbell and Jardine [15] using the K-S test, found that if the p-value 
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for the submodel is smaller than α, it may not be good enough to replace the basic one, and in this case will reject 
the null hypothesis. Comparing two submodels, the one with higher p- value is the one that better represent the data. 
2.3. Confidence Interval.  
According to Kazmier [14] it is possible to outline a t-student test in order to define a confidence interval for an 
experiment with 2 dependent variables by using the following expression for experimental values (texp): 
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And the confidence interval for small random sample using the t distribution with certain degrees of freedom 
named ν = n1 + n2 – 2 (assuming and/or having tested the normal population fit via K-S test) is: 
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2.4. Standard Problem Formulation 
The following is a summary of some basic equations used in this work: 
Sample standard deviation sp: 
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Sample variance of a normal: 
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Sample variance based on discrete uniform distribution is calculated using an equation as (16) in Appendix: 
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Combined standard deviation: 
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Weighed combined standard deviation: 
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Estimation of d which is the horizontal axis in OCC graphs (Fig. 4): 
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Small sample size estimation (based on OCC graphs): 
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for a given value of -= 0.01 designed for aeronautical sector. Where + is the value in OCC chart. NOTE: other 
formulas shall appear ahead, according to development (advance) of this paper. 
3. Data Analysis and Case Study results 
Rios et al. [16] designed an aeronautical experiment to compare 2 techniques to transfer knowledge in training 
for the assembly of a wing section for an RV-10 aircraft kit. The experimentation had 1 single factor, the technique; 
with 2 levels: multimedia design guide (MMDG) and AR. The outputs (responses) of the process were the time to 
perform the assembly (in minutes), the number of questions asked by the subject and number of errors made during 
the process. An instructor provided an introduction for the subjects, and explained the media control commands and 
the types of content displayed (text, video, 3D). So the experiment began with 6 replicas for each technique studied. 
 
For this work, only two outcome categories of the trial of Rios et al. [16] were used, namely: time required by the 
subject to complete the assembly and number of questions asked by the subject that could not be answered with the 
digital guides. Analyzing corresponding data it could be got Table 1 by making a selection of interest. 
     Table 1. Results adapted from Rios et al. [16] for comparing MMDG and AR in a Lab experiment 
Subject (i) Assembly time by AR:  Ti (min) AR Questions (#) 
1 248 4 
2 210 3 
3 236 3 
4 284 (extreme point) 5 (extreme point) 
5 197 1 
6 166 2 
m* 223.5 (original average) 3.0 
NOTE (*): m, is an average of six times of an original experiment assembly aided by AR 
The Kolmogorov- Smirnov normality test (K-S) was executed as follows:  
Ho: The assembly time follows a normal distribution and H1: The assembly time does not follow a normal. 
 
Results for AR Assembly Time and Questions asked are centered; but it can be noted the subject #4 represents an 
outlier.  Time datum (in row #4) shall be “filtered” because it is the farthest point from the straight line of the 
statistical K-S normality test (Fig. 2). The filtration process can substitute the outlier datum point with the average 
of the remaining data or simply eliminate it (Table 2). This modifying action produces a more representative 
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average of the experimental result.  Detect in Fig. 3 that all data points for the filtered assembly time are within K-S 
test range. 
Table 2. Results adapted (strained) from Rios et al. [16] showing the filtered augmented reality data. 
Subject 
(i) 
Assembly time  
by AR: Ti (min) 
AR Questions 
(#) 
Assembly time 
by AR: Ti (min) 
AR Questions 
(#) 
 Data filtration by substitution                    Data filtration by elimination 
1 248 4 248 4 
2 210 3 210 3 
3 236 3 236 3 
dummy 211.4(new mean) 2.6 (new mean) *  * 
5 197 1 197 1 
6 166 2 166 2 
 
211.4 2.6 211.4 2.6 
σ 29.0 1.0 32.5 1.1 
 
A run of the K-S normality test is processed by MINTAB ® and exhibited in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test for filtered data (by substitution). 
NOTE: graph produced by means of the MINITAB® software 
 
It resulted a '
@0&15 and bigger than the expected value for ,. So we cannot reject Ho for the designated 
α A>0&01Bsignificance level, assuming normality. Initial calculations using Rios et al. [16] filtered data (Table 2), 
where the farthest point from the straight line of the K-S test was filtered (substituted with the average values) are: 
     Table 3. Initial statistical estimation with filtered data by substitution for Assembly Time by AR 
Estimation Assembly Time by AR Estimation Assembly Time by AR 
Variable  AB Assembly Time 
AB 6
Average  A x B 211&4 Sample varianceAB 23&7 
Variance AB 843&0 Combined Std. DeviationAB 9&7 
Deviation AB 29&0 d estimated AB C1(2A12BD) 243*211&4)>1&32
x
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Using filtered data from Table 2, Fig. 3 shows a boxplot of assembly time got with 99%   t-confidence interval.  
160 210 260
Time
Boxplot of Time
(with Ho and 99% t-confidence interval for the mean)
[ ]
X
_
Ho
 
Figure 3.  Boxplot of Time with 99% confidence interval using t distribution, delivered by ®MINITAB. 
3.1. Applying Standard Formulation 
It was stated earlier that it is possible to consider  the estimator for /;  the estimator for  and the margin of 
error. For Rios et al. [16] data  >32&5 and the  is depicted in Fig. 4 for small random sample (assuming or) 
having tested normal population fits via K-S normality test. Using ,>0&01 it is useful to develop some options: 
Filtration by substitution: if the outlier datum point in the K-S normality test is substituted by the average value, 
the  for this case is: 
  x                           A13B
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where .>'1.  By introducing obtained results in equation (2) the number of samples can be estimated as follows: 
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where it was assumed a rather stringent level of significance as appropriate amount for the aeronautical sector and 
considered an α significance of 1% (thus ,(2>0&005).  This level of significance corresponds to: 
 
58.22/ =αz  
Filtration by elimination: if the outlier datum point in the K-S normality test is eliminated, the CI for this case is: 
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where .>'1&  By introducing these results into equation (2) the number of samples required can be estimated:   
 
 257.1
84.66
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Moreover for cases of two dependent samples (associated pairs) it is possible to proceed as follows. That is, in a 
situation where 1>5#2>5the amount of degrees of freedom is calculated as the divisor of equation (6): 
.>1<2'2>5<5'2>8   
And by combining equations (5) and (13): 
<8#0&01 1A1(1<1(2B:>211=A3&5B14&97>211=52&4$

%>52&4
And by incorporating obtained results into adapted formula in equation (2):
>A (B2>560&3A2&58(52&4B2>1&35?2  (rounded to next higher value). 
3.2. Applying OCC charts 
If it is kept values of ,
1; and of -
1;, we can incorporate results from OCC charts (Fig. 4, below). 
  
For two dependent samples (associated pairs): with the result initially threw by applying above formulas on 
section 2.2, it can be started and achieved the first value for A>1&32B& So, this estimated value (as an input) is to 
get in OCC chart, for the selected beta: ->&01 and it is gotten from OCC graph (as output):  +>15 
then,     
>A+<1B(2>A15<1B(2>8         by Eq. (12) 
 
After that, it was detached the farthest point from the straight line of the statistical tests of Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
normality test (see filtering by elimination at Table 2) and therefore a representative average resulted: 
• Xav modified =   2  = 211.4 
•  2>32&462A>32&5aprox.B 
•  1>23&67based on the discrete uniform distribution (rectangular distribution) 
By supposing (as a possibility) 1? 2> >23&67(conservative approach whose hypothesis could be proved). 
In addition, the Combined Std. Deviation     
  
 > (:>23&67(A5B:>10&6     by Eq. (9) 
So:   >C1(2A10&6BD)243*211&4)>1&4925?1&5      &A11B 
 
With this value as an input in a CCO chart, for a beta: ->&01 it is gotten from OCC graph (as output):  
+>14
 
hence again it was gotten  >A+<1B(2>A14<1B(2>7&5?8AB  &A12B   
 
Conversely, the farthest point from the straight line of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test was removed (see 
filtering by substitution at Table 2) and substituted for the modified resultant average  2A>211&4B&Combined Std. 
deviation    > (:>23&67(A6B:>9&66
 
So, by estimating%>C1(2A9&66BD)243*211&4)>1&636    &A11B
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With this value as an input in CCO chart, for a beta:  ->&01 it is gotten from OCC graph (as output):   +>8
 
  >A+<1B(2>A8<1B(2>4&5?5AB   &A12B
 
Besides, for two dependent samples (associated pairs), a weighed Combined Std. Deviation is: 
  	
1'	
2> 1A1(1<1(2B:>14&97     &A10B
 
which is used in estimating   >1(2A14&97BD)243*211&4)>1&055   
->&01  it is gotten from OCC graph (as output):   +>21  
 
thus,   >A+<1B(2>A21<1B(2>11     &A12B 
4. Resulting Scenarios 
Summarizing, it can be arranged outcomes to get scenarios for   (Table 4) by formula and OCC charts (Fig. 4). 
Table 4. Various scenarios of estimated sample size (for dependent and independent sample types). 
Scenario Sample type Via   z E error  , -
1 independent Formula 32.462 2.58 66.84 2 .01 - 
2 independent Formula 23.67 2.58 38.96 3 .01 - 
3 dependent Formula 14.97 2.58 52.4 2 .01 - 
Scenario Sample type Via    z   , -
4 independent OCC 12 - 1.32 8 .01 .01 
5 independent OCC 10.6 - 1.4925 8 .01 .01 
6 independent OCC 9.66 - 1.6384 5 .01 .01 
8 dependent OCC 14.97 - 1.058 11 .01 .01 
 
 
Fig. 4 Operating Characteristic Curves (OCC). Source: Hines and Montgomery [17] 
  
For clarifying OCC go in, for a selected ,>0&01 (for aeronautical sector) elect the correspondent OCC graph 
• Enter to horizontal axis by addressing an estimated %   đ = (1/ 2ŝD) |Xav1 – Xav2|      Eq. (11) 
• For  ->0&01 (on vertical axis) g+ in graph and execute  >A+<1B(2  &A12B 
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5. Conclusions 
Assessing sample size before running a designed experiment is a relevant issue for AR aided aeronautical 
complex assemblages, provided in this work using two procedures. Herein, it has been learned to solve the problems 
of evaluating sample size by doing research in advance so necessary, especially when the situation demands to know 
a good approach of the corresponding magnitude before undertaking the test, in this is the case of AR for 
aeronautical circumstances. Several scenarios of estimated sample size are construed. Although it is possible to 
think about different manners for getting the two outcome types it is crucial to take into account the beta probability 
A-B to achieve the target, given that we must also try to avoid falling in the error Type II. For this reason, the second 
way gave more credible results for the proposed sizes at 4, 5, 6 and 7 (scenarios) rows of Table 4 by exploiting the 
CCO via. This work is focused on estimating a size for small work samples to cut costs within a suitable criterion. 
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